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SATURDAY 19 JUNE
3.15am Peter arrived with the taxi. He does not like the maps I prepared for him, preferring to drive on motorways which he knows of.
We only get lost once, and arrive at the designated place at 4.50am this is only five mins after time we are supposed to be there, which is
30mins before stated departure time of 5.15am. I have been terribly ill
with pre-travel nerves ALL DAY and at 9pm was ready to chuck the
whole thing in. Spoke to Dinah on phone and told her was not going.
Then felt better.
Peter did not dump me and my belongings at the side of the road
as expected, but waited with me in the car. He said no need to get anything out, as I had already turned the bike handlebars round, and he
said we could just lift everything out and put it into the bus when it
came. Waiting with him I was shaking with nerves. Had been hoping
we would get lost and I would not have to go. Felt terrible.

My seat was no 50 and this turned out to be downstairs. There was a
steward onboard who had very short legs and it was funny to see his
head on a level with ours as we were seated, as he ran up and down the
bus. As the journey went on I realised how much work he was doing,
he never stopped, and when the bus picked up passengers he had to put
on a harness and climb about in the trailer loading the bikes.
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I got several messages on the phone. Dinah1 said she was glad I
got off, Janet2 said they were taking Benji3 to the Lakes, Brenda4 said
she had a message from Wolf5 that I am not travelling alone. Erika6
said ‘Wie geht’s Du?’ Told her I am on bus, and have booked train
from Nancy to Strasbourg tomorrow. She thanked me for the
Nachrichten (News).
1.45pm Now we are sailing from Dover at any minute. If there are
chips I shall have some. I brought food from home - pastrami, cheese,
tomatoes, peppers and wholemeal rolls. Very good. I had two cups of
tea on the coach, and one of the two cans of ginger beer I brought. I
had a Mocha coffee in the service station and bought a Waitrose
spiced chicken sandwich and cashew nuts - in my bag for later. I ordered a Veggie lasagne for dinner on the coach. The steward was very
proud of the fact that he was serving his wife’s home made food, and it
was very good too.
SUNDAY 20 JUNE - NANCY
The bus got into Nancy around midnight and I was glad I was not the
only one getting off. It is the scariest thing being unloaded onto a dark
street in a strange town (and country) in the middle of the night! Luckily the illuminated sign of the B&B hotel (where I was staying) was
clearly visible a short distance away. It was hard to watch the only link
with home, my lifeline, drive away leaving me alone on the pavement,
with my bike handlebars facing the wrong way, and all my packs
around me on the ground. I asked if anyone else was booked in the
B&B and two of them were. They however were quickly set up and
rode off. The others took longer. When I was ready I rode off in the
direction I noted the others had taken. On arrival at the hotel they were
in a bit of a pickle, still not having managed to get in. They had been
trying to understand the system, and instead of inserting their card and
getting their room number, as instructed, they had pressed a button
which connected them to a helpline, which did not even know they
were in Nancy. Luckily they got the hang of it and were able to help
me get in also. I had requested a room on the ground floor, which was
even delivered unto me! They had not had this foresight, and so had to
leave their bikes in a kind of cupboard under the stairs.
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my daughter; 2 schoolfriend who is looking after 3 my dog. 4 my neighbour;
my husband who died in 2006 and who has been active on the spirit plane;
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my friend in the Black Forest, where I have been going for many years
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I got the bike into the room with difficulty, it was a bit of a
squeeze until I realised it could go in the space behind the door, as
once in I would not be going out. The bed was great, everything clean,
and the shower nice and hot. I slept well but could not oversleep as I
had to be at the station by 11.15 for my prebooked train.
Breakfast was included and I showed the staff the map I had
printed off and asked how to get onto the road that led to the station. I
asked how long would it take to walk there - consternation! Then I
said I was going by bike and they said about 20 mins.
I was at the station in plenty of time and collected my ticket from
the prepaid machine without difficulty. There was one problem, however, as it said I must ‘compost’ the ticket before boarding the train, by
putting it in one of the ‘compost’ machines at the entrance to the platform. I looked at this machine, and it said to insert the ticket into a slot
at the top. What would happen then? If it was going to be ‘composted’
I imagined the machine would shred it. And if it was shredded, what
was I going to do on the train if asked to produce the ticket? I decided
to wait and watch some people going onto the platforms. I would see
what happened when they put their ticket in the machine. None of
them did. So I went and asked someone, and he put the ticket into a
machine for me. All it did was clip the edge. So my fears were groundless. What on earth did they mean by composting?
Strasbourg
At Strasbourg I had imagined I would have to make the crossing over
to Kehl in Germany and then buy a ticket for Offenburg, as I had done
with Wolf, since they were two separate railway systems, and I had
prepared maps to find my way out of the city. However, as I was on
the way out of the station, I saw the departures screen, and there was a
train leaving for Offenburg in a short while. So I bought a ticket.
Strasbourg had lifts to all the platforms so thank God there was no removing luggage and humping bike and luggage separately up and
down steps, as is sometimes the case. As I sat waiting for departure
platform to be displayed a man came over and spoke to me in German!
Offenburg
I had to buy another ticket in Offenburg for Ringsheim. It was Sunday
and I went outside the station hoping to get a cup of coffee and a sausage, but there was no kiosk out there as there used to be. In fact the
whole place had a seedy air. When I was buying my ticket from a machine, and the change came out, a beggar sprang forward and asked for
the coins. I told him no.
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Ringsheim

Getting off the train at Ringsheim, the village seemed like I had never
left it. Wolf and I were only there once, for any length of time, but it
was three weeks and I suppose the place had burned itself in my memory. After his funeral in Killarney, Wolf’s ashes had been returned to
his mother (because we were divorced, she had the right to them), and
I wanted the churchyard to be my first port of call.
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I seemed to find my way there by instinct. It did not take long to
find Opa’s2 grave, and there was the plaque with Wolfram’s name and
dates. It was an emotional moment, seeing it for the first time. I had
no flowers with me, but near the statue of the Virgin there was a big
bunch of lilies, and seeing she always looked after us, and I knew she
would not mind, I took one and laid it under his name. I thought if his
mother saw it she would know someone was there. I would be calling
on her, but not until I was settled in the campsite. I did not want her to
think I intended to descend on her.
I cycled back to the main street where there is a map of the village.
I was unsure which way to go to Ettenheim. The Adler was nearby, so
I decided to ask there. The pert miss who served me informed me that
there was no campsite in Ettenheim. Luckily I knew different! I had
emailed them, I told her. She fetched a man out, and he gave me direc
tions (which I did not understand) but he was pointing out the way to
go, which was all I needed to know. I knew from the map that I must
go right through Ettenheim and out the other side, to find the campsite.
The countryside around here is flat, compared with where I would be
later in the holiday, and the cycle paths excellent. On the left is the
main road out of Ringsheim, and on the right the cycle path. You can
feel completely safe, relaxed and stress free cycling in this part of
Germany.

2

German for ‘grandfather’.
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It was not very far to Ettenheim and I found the campsite without
much difficulty, after asking directions a couple of times.
Camping Park Oase. Sunday, late afternoon/evening
This is a charming campsite and I received a warm welcome. I was
told to go and pick my own pitch and then tell them where I was. I
chose a spot and pitched my tent. This was easier said than done.The
gravel paths you can see in the picture actually extend over the whole
area. What looks like a grassy lawn is only a sparse covering of grass
over underlying stone. It was extremely difficult to get the tent pegs in,
and I had to borrow a hammer from a family of Slovenians camped
nearby, but the pegs kept buckling and I spent more time beating them
straight than I did knocking them in. Too late I hit on the idea of using
a screwdriver I had put in my bag at the last moment. If I hammered
this in to first make the hole, then inserted the peg, it worked. But by
this time most of the pegs were in. I was not happy with the tent,
whatever I did I could not stop the outer from contacting the inner,
with consequent wetting. But as always I slept well. The self-inflating
mat is the key to this, and as this time I also brought along the fleece
bag, into which I inserted the mat and then the lightweight fibrefill
bag, I was more than cosy. Dressing was not a problem either, with the
increased head (and foot) room. It was adequate, but I think, had it
rained, it would have been extremely uncomfortable.
It took hours to pitch the tent, and though I had not eaten - I had
not so far come across any sausage bars - I was urgently in need of a
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shower and change of clothes. I headed for the toilet block, which was
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amazingly clean, even by German standards.
There was a restaurant on site and several inviting menus posted
around the place, so I headed there. A charming young waiter, looking
like Rudolf Nuryev in his younger days, what a honey! - came over not bringing menus, and said something not very intelligible like, “bla
bla bla we can cook you something, perhaps soup or a meat salad?” (A
word to the wise here - AVOID the meat salad at all costs, it is not
meat as we know it, but some horrible kind of luncheon meat called
LEONA -- cut into strips and covered in mayonnaise mixed with tinned
vegetables)
I said, “What, are you closed?” It was 9.20 by my watch. He says
no. So I say, “What time do you close?” and he says 10.15. Ugh? Then
it appears that although they offer this tempting range of dishes - regional - wild - campers specials - in fact they don’t bother to do any of
it as “there are not enough people coming in”. Well Ducky! having
come once and got nothing I certainly won’t come again. I haggled
and got - a salad (pre-dinner as they do here) which came with a separate dish containing olives, bread and two kinds of mayo (altho the
salad was already smothered in it) - and a beer, followed by chicken
escalopes and chips - coated heavily in salt - and coffee. 15E, which is
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more or less quid, for a scratch meal. Unbelievable! as Gordon (Ramsay) would say.
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During the evening it became
clear that ‘Rudolf’ and the other (outrageously gay) boy in chef’s gear
were having it off, so perhaps they
had cooked up this system between
them. They couldn’t be bothered to do
any work, being too busy shagging. I
had no intention of ever going back,
but for that night, I would have paid
anything and eaten almost anything
(bar the dreaded Leona).
MONDAY 21 JUNE
I am okay with camping and this is a nice place and nothing to make
me feel unsafe or at all worried, but it took me till about 2am to get to
sleep. I was okay after that, woke at 7.30 and went to the camp shop
for the bread and croissants I had been instructed to order the night
before. The same charming boy was in the shop! Still smiling. He
helped me find genuine orange juice which he said was 1.50 and I
bought two sponges (40c ea) for the tent, thinking I might be able to
wedge them between the outer and inner skins. I had three bread items
and he charged me 5.95 which I thought excessive. I was sure I had
paid for the bread when I ordered it (at 1E per piece this was another
robbery and I wasn’t going to pay twice) and said so, but he said it was
‘not written down’. I was sure I had paid. He then charged me 2.95
which still didn’t add up. But I didn’t feel like going back and arguing
about it.
After brewing up coffee and eating the croissants (and finding I
was surrounded by ants - they are everywhere) I set out for a day’s
cycling. I headed towards Ettenheimmunster, where Wolf and I had
seen the 1,000jahr festival in 1995. I saw quite a few places I’d photographed in 1995, and photographed them again.
Approaching Münchweier through the fields, I came upon some
people picking strawberries. This being Germany, and seeing nowhere
to pay, I knew you could not just pick and eat. So I asked them,
“Where can one buy these strawberries?” and they told me, a kiosk
further down the road. When I got there they were selling redcurrants
as well, so I bought a punnet of each.3

3

note the redcurrants, as they will feature later in the story
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I sat on a seat behind the cross you can see on the right of the top
picture, eating strawberries. I then carried on to Ettenheimmünster
which is named for the big church there. There is a paved area in front
of the church and at the side there is a roof covering a sunken area
where a stone fountain was spouting four springs. People were coming
and going all the time, filling bottles at the spring. I asked was it good
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to drink, and then filled my water bottles. The shrine/spring was to
Saint Landelin, who seemed (from the inscriptions) to have some connection with Ireland.
He lived in the 7th century, and because of his goodness, hunting
dogs in his area refused to chase and kill anything, so he was murdered
by a hunter. From his dismembered body sprang five miraculous fountains which began performing miracles so that he was quickly raised to
the status of Saint. An inscription said he also had a connection with
the wine-producing town of Rouffach, in Alsace:
“Saint Landelin, an Irish prince, came to preach the Gospel. Around
the year 640 he suffered the death of martyrdom. The inhabitants of
Rufach (Rouffach) make pilgrimage to Ettenheimmüunster. There they
take part in a long procession, headed with a silver bust reliquary carried on a bier, and an old litany is sung while they trace the grounds
of the abbot’s domain, long since disappeared. Riders also make the round, carrying a banner and a relic of the saint, and
their horses are blessed on the green beside
the holy well.
The beautiful and imposing church of
St.Landelin adjoins the well's sanctuary.
Built in 1688 and enlarged again in the
eighteenth century to serve the never ending
stream of visitors, it superseded former pilgrim churches built on the spot where the saint was martyred. The new
altar, erected by the abbot of Ettenheimmunster, carries an inscription
in golden letters and a Latin hymn, of which the 2nd verse reads:
Five sources always flowing are Landelin's merit,
healing the sick, blind and lame,
famed among nobility.
On the church ceiling his legend is told in seventeen frescoes, the first
two showing his departure from Ireland.”
From Ettheheimmünster I decided to continue riding out along the
road, until it started to go steeply uphill. I did not feel able to tackle
this, and spied a small track leading off the road to where I could see a
bench set beneath a shady tree, so I headed for that and ate some food
I had with me, and drank water. There was a signpost next to the seat,
which told me I could connect into the network of paths that run between villages. These are the old roads, now closed to traffic and reserved for cyclists and walkers. So from then on the riding was lovely
and stress free, among fields and hills, everywhere green and sweet
smelling.
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In my journey
across country to
Broggingen, I came
upon this wayside
chapel. I sat inside
for a while.
After I left, and
was cycling through
the fields, I began to
hear music in my
head. I listened and
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recognised it as “Lady in Red”. I began trying to sing along with it, the
words coming back to me bit by bit. Then I realised it must be Wolf
sending this. It was one of his favourites, and he often sat at his mixing
desk singing it. It was one of the songs I put on cd for his memorial,
and gave to all his friends.
I looked up the lyrics after I got home - I hadn’t realised the significance of them I’ve never seen you looking so lovely as you did tonight
I’ve never seen you shine so bright . . . .I have been blind . . .
There’s nobody here . .It’s just you and me . .It’s where I wanna
be
I have never had such a feeling of complete and utter love . .
.dancing with me . . .cheek to cheek . . nobody here - just you and
me - where I wanna be . . .My lady in red . . I love you
He kept on singing this song all the way through the fields, until I
came out at Broggingen.

From there I cycled into Tutschfelden, where we once saw a flat to
rent and thought about living there, and then into Herbolzheim. This
town always gives me a bad feeling. I don’t like being there at all. I
had not managed to find anything to eat all day, and I did not find
anywhere there either. I was starving. It was not far to Ringsheim,
though I failed to find the path across the fields and went by road.
Halfway there I spotted a road to the left which I thought would con17

nect with the field path and it did. So I came into Ringsheim the ‘right’
way. Had I continued along the main road, I might have gone into one
of the places in Ringsheim to eat, but I knew if I did, I would never
make it to visit Maria. It would be too late. As it was, it was 6 or
6.30pm and that was just about right.
I cycled into the courtyard
and parked my bike and
before I even turned round
there was Maria at the top
of the steps smiling at me!
I can’t remember what was
said, but she was very
pleased to see me and immediately invited me in
and asked me if I wanted
anything to eat. Lucky then
that I had not eaten, as she
always likes to feed people. While I was explaining
what I was doing there she
kept dashing into the hall
to phone one friend and
another, and could not stop
giggling! She phoned
Melanie (her daughter) but she was not in. She asked me where I was
staying and I said on the campsite at Ettenheim. She pulled a face at
this but I told her it was very nice, and very quiet. Then she said I must
move in with her. This took me by surprise and I did not know what to
say. I had never even considered this as a possibility. When we had
been there in 95 things had not been good, though I never knew why.
She had talked so rapidly and in the local accent that I had not understood anything that was going on, and had to rely on Wolfram to tell
me. Half of which he did not. We visited in subsequent years, on our
way in and out of the Forest, and things had been fine, but I had never
thought that she liked me much. It was only the last year we were
there, the year before Wolfram left, that she asked me to call her Du.
And that was as we were leaving, so I never got to try it out. This time
though, having been on Du terms all this time with Erika and Irma and
their husbands, I pitched straight in with it.
When she asked me to stay, I honestly did not know what to say.
My first thought was, “oh I was going to enjoy camping - the freedom
and the open air” - Maria’s house is not open to the air, like the old
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German houses. And then I confess to feeling a little trapped. So I
hesitated. She said, “Come, I will show you the room,” - Melanie’s old
room, which of course I had seen before. She was leaning over, demonstrating the bed, when she looked up and saw my face. She must
have seen the doubt and hesitation. She looked really upset, then said,
in a deflated way, “Of course, if you don’t want to . . .”
Then I knew I had to. I could not upset her by refusing her hospi-

tality when it was so genuinely offered. So I rallied round and said I
would love to stay, it was only that I had not expected her to ask me.
“Why would I not ask you?” she said, “You were with Wolfram
many years, and you always looked after him, and any time you come
to Germany you must stay here.” For which I thanked her kindly, and
indeed this was a big leap. Janet (his first wife) had visited a couple of
years back, and had to stay in a hotel, and here was I, treated as an
honoured guest! What with Janet having been held up as a shining example in 95, and Maria’s apparent regret at losing her as a daughter in
law - if she had got the cold shoulder, I had fully expected to be shown
the door. The most I had hoped for was a polite conversation then depart. So the whole thing was a considerable shock.
I said I would stay on the campsite that night and move in next
day, and we went back downstairs and chatted over a cup of tea. It was
then she told me Joshe (her husband) had been seriously ill in Freiburg
hospital for the past three weeks, with kidney problems, and that she
was going to fetch him home in the morning. At this I protested that
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she could not possibly manage to have me staying, with her husband
seriously ill, but she would not hear of it. I had to stay. He would be all
right and did not need nursing. Apparently in Germany they get you
well before sending you home, unlike here.
I mentioned that Janet had been to see me when she read about
Wolfram’s death in the paper, and that she had visited a few times, and
how nice she was. There was no response to this. Then I said that I
heard she had been to visit.
“Yes, twice,” said Maria. So she went back! She had not appeared
pleased with her treatment the first time. “But she stayed in the hotel.”
Maria seemed unimpressed. “First she leaves him, then when he is
dead she loves him.” She gave an expressive shrug.
Back at the camp, I went to explain to the woman in the office that
I had been invited to stay with my mother in law, and would be leaving in the morning. She was very happy for me.
TUESDAY 22 JUNE
It was not a good start to the third day of my holiday. I woke at 6 and
it took forever to take the tent down and pack the stuff. I wasn’t done
until 10.45, but that included getting up and washed, drying tent, brewing coffee and frequent trips to the toilet as my bowels were flowing
like water. Nerves? Probably.
Although I am managing, camping is hard and needs to be super
simple. I decided to ditch the tent - it only cost £25 and I am not happy
with it. I will use the blue bubble I have at home. It is 2lb lighter than
this one anyway. I will have to find out first if I have a bed with Erika
or does she intend to let me camp in the garden. I need not then take
the camping stuff to Neukirch. Anyway, if either of them can put me
up I will pay them or go to the Ochsen. No more tent. For now. I love
sleeping out, in this climate, but this is too labour intensive. Since
Maria had said she was going for Joshe at half past ten I did not want
to rush there, and got something to eat in Ettenheim, at the Löwen. I
had a toast thing with tomatoes and cheeses grilled and believe it or
not, a grated salad. One could almost die for vegetables here. They
brought me a black tea and milk, but the tea was so delicious I never
put the milk in.
Maria was in when I got there and Joshe was home. I realised I
had got mixed up with the time. When they say half past ten they mean
half past nine, and you have to remember that. Our German teacher
taught us to remember that ‘half ten’ means ‘halfway on to ten’ but I
got caught out. Thank God some of them have started saying ‘ten
thirty’ about which there can be no doubt.
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I heard more about Joshe’s kidney problem. Apparently he is permanently under the care of the speciaist, as he has three kidneys - one
is a ‘twin’ of which only half was working. He has regular checkups to
monitor it, but it had kicked off with an abscess and he had become
seriously ill very quickly. He was not in a hospital, but in a KLINIK
with Professors, not doctors, and was on dialysis. I was taken to see
him lying on a settee and looking reasonable, though considerably
thinner, and he was never a fat man.
I was given permission to go out and about. I asked could I hang
some washing out that had not quite dried on
the campsite. I was told:
“I do not hang out
any more it is all in the
cellar”. Hm, what mysterious thing is this? A drying machine? I would not
want to trouble her to put
that on for a couple of
items, and hoped she was
not going to mind me
washing my pants every
morning.
I commented on the
new kitchen and was told it cost 12,000E - I’m not in the habit of buying kitchens, but this sounded a lot to me.
I thought it would be nice to go and see the Rhine, so headed out
of the village but turned back as I
realised I had passed the churchyard
and I thought perhaps I should go in
and have a word with Wolfram. I
went to the grave and awkwardly
knelt down on the paving at the side
to speak to him. I began in German,
“Well Wolfram, I have visited
your mother . .” then I heard him
laughing behind me.
“I’m not HERE, yer daft twat!”
he is saying, in English. And I say,
“No, you’re not, are you.” To
him it is ridiculous to imagine any
of him is in that piece of ground. He
is a free spirit and it means nothing.
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I set off knowing that Wolf was with me, and reached Rheinhausen in
45 mins. It was around 4pm.
I bought water and a Linzertorte and went to the churchyard for
somewhere to sit and eat. A graveyard in any town is a good place for
a cyclist to sit and eat and have peace and quiet, but the German
graveyards are exceptional. So well ordered, colourful with their
freshly watered flowers, and clean. Afterwards I strolled around the
graves and heard Wolfram saying,
“There is no need for all these memorials. When we leave here we
are done with it. They are only for those who remember, not for us.”
Going back along the
village street, there was a
stork tower in a small park,
with a stork sitting on it.
Decided to carry on to
Weisweil and there at last I
found my first sausage! I
was desperately hungry,
and ordered ‘ein paar Bauernwurst mit Bauernbrot’ two farmer sausages with
farmer bread. They were
ENORMOUS and absolutely delish! I thought I
would only manage one but
in fact ate one and a half. Brought the other half home. I knew when I
got back to Maria’s I would have to eat a meal but thought I would be
hungry again by that time, as I had a good way to go, across country to
Kenzingen and then through Herbolzheim.
When I got in I told her I needed a shower before eating and when
I came down the meal was waiting for me. I thought at first it was a
big slice of eggy bread with tomatoes and radish but no - it was the
dreaded ‘Leberkäse’ - Liver cheese - which is neither liver nor cheese
but another version of the dreaded LEONA - mixed with something
and fried! It was actually very tasty, unlike the Leberkäse I ate with
Brother John in Munich - but too much like what I had already eaten. I
forced almost all of it down as I did not wish to offend her, but she
commented that I did not eat it all. I said,
“I ate Bauernwurst at Weisweil”. She looked upset and said,
“If you had told me you wanted Bauernwurst I would have bought
some for you.” I tried to explain that I did not know I wanted it until I
saw it! Probably get it every night now!
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WEDNESDAY 23 JUNE
I slept extremely well - from 9pm to 6am, but woke with terrible back
pain. The bed was very saggy. I looked under the mattress and it has a
slatted frame so no problem there, but the mattress appears to have
springs in it which are
not very springy any
more! Probably old.
I waited until Maria
was up and then went
down. I said I had backache and she asked was
it the camping? I lied
and said it was probably
too much cycling. She
then told me what a
wonderful bed
Melanie’s is, how hard
it is, how Melanie insisted on it, and that her own bed is the same. Began to wonder if I was mistaken about the bed if it is as wonderful as
all that.
Then Joshe got up - his face looks like he has been through a lot of
pain. He said,
“Hullo, did you sleep well?” - laughing and clutching his back.
“We slept in that bed while our room was being renovated - what a
terrible saggy mattress that is!” I started laughing and agreed I had a
bad back. I begin to see where Wolfram got his romancing streak
from. Anyway it’s so good of them to put me up, and all free. I
planned to try and get the self-inflating mattress up to the room without Maria seeing - it should help if I put it under me.
I have told Maria I am going to Neukirch on Saturday. There is no
computer here so I asked Erika (by text) to find out about trains. There
will be a timetable at Ringsheim station but there is no office and as it
will be Saturday I won’t know which trains run and which not, or
whether they take bikes. The good soul came back with full timetables.
If I leave here at 10.30am I will be in Triberg by 11.43. So now I need
to go look on the station at what sort of machine they have and
whether I understand it.
Erika told me there will be a bed for me, either with her or Irma,
so I can ditch the tent. I also sorted through my clothes and got a small
pile together to send back. I asked Maria where the post office was and
she said “Hauptstrasse”. Found the street no problem, went all the way
down and did not see PO. I went in a shop and asked. He said there
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was no longer a post office in Ringsheim and I would have to go to
Herbolzheim or Ettenheim. Went back and told Maria who went mad.
“Of course there is a post office! I was there last week.” I said
never mind I would go tomorrow. She said it would be shut. In the end
I agreed to get the bike out and go back and look again. Knowing that
if I did not find it I would have to throw the clothes away as I would
not dare tell her! I found it. But they have no ‘pakete’. In Germany
you must send a parcel in the officially approved pakete. You cannot
truss it up in any old thing as we do in England and expect the PO to
accept it. It must be in the official receptacle. So I returned laughing to
Siedlungstrasse with the news. Maria took it badly:
“These people are not from Ringsheim,” she said. “They should
have the pakete. I will go in there and tell them they do not do their job
properly.” So the old order is breaking down, even in Ringsheim.
After the post office sketch I was ready to set off to walk up the
Berg when Maria says,
“Oh no, you are not going out now, I am just making lunch”. Reminds me of the holiday we spent with Our John - it was always lunch
time. She is making a delish Strawberry torte on vanilla Crème Anglaise - she makes me taste it - yummy! I say I cannot eat now (bloody
hell we only just finished breakfast) and I get the cold sausage out of
the fridge. She says,
“Why will you eat that and not my lunch?” I say I will eat it on
the Berg. She says “when will you come back - in one hour?” - and I
say,
“No, this evening, if I eat now I cannot walk.” and she says,
“Do what you will.” She sounds depressed. I don’t mean to upset
her, but she knew I was going up the Berg today. But I see they do it
differently - lunch is the main meal then no doubt they sleep. We do it
the other way round - eat at the end of the day.
Conversations with Joshe - written on the way up the Kahlenberg
It seems Germany is being spoilt now - I knew it could not last. The
Germans are so splendid they should be put in charge of the world.
What a pity they did not win the war. Joshe told me, be sure to lock
your bike. And in the Ettenheim bike shop a woman went out to check
that I had locked it up! It was never like this in 95, or the other years
that Wolf and I visited. No one locked bikes up. Joshe says there are
Russian thieves here - Offenburg is bad and that is so near. I felt the
bad atmosphere when I was there. Joshe says Yugoslavian Zigeuner
(gypsies) living in France are coming across the Rhine at Kappel, into
the German villages where all is left open - stealing everything, put24

ting it in big vans, and returning to France where they disappear. Then
he appeared to be telling me they emptied people’s swimming pools
and I wondered why they were stealing water, but it turned out they
stole the pumps and when I thought he said they ‘cut the grass’ he
meant they stole petrol lawnmowers. Now Maria says they must keep
everything locked up. All windows are barred or have steel shutters such a shame. She says they dare not have the balcony doors open at
night or the Yugoslavian gypsies will climb up and get in! Think it
good job that I did not come that way through France - they are probably merciless.
Seems to be a bit of a strange carry-on with Melanie, who is married and has a house in Ringsheim - but who has bought a house in
Herbolzheim - and has not shown up here AT ALL. From what I
gather she has not visited her father ONCE in hospital, and her mother
has gone every day - taken by a friend! Joshe came home Tues and she
has not visited him yet. Maria says,
“She is very busy. She works all day and has to work on her new
house with a group of friends every night.” And has no time to come
and see her father when she is in the same village a few streets away?
On our visit in 95 she was all over her ‘papa’ when she wanted something, and only bothered with Wolfram (who was bitterly disappointed
when she ignored him) a day or so before he was due to get the money
we had come over to collect. She was so transparent. And even allowing for the dreadful goings-on with her mother - all that screaming and
shouting - even allowing for that - none of that was Joshe, he is sweet
as pie and dotes on her.
It will be interesting if she shows up. She is supposed to come this
evening. I said I would be back for 5.
Maria and I are getting on okay and managing with Deutsch.
When she gets going though I am lost. She told me she disapproves of
everything American and is sorry for the Africans who have no clothes
and the German women are knitting sweaters for them. I told her about
my neighbour Brenda knitting coats for homeless dogs. Joe Orton eat
your heart out!
Joshe’s conversations are somewhat depressing as they are so full
of fear. It occurred to me that, as the world economy crumbles, and the
dispossessed increase in number, they are not going to be content with
a few free sweaters, but are increasingly going to prey on those who
possess. The haves and the have-nots. When the nots outnumber the
haves, the haves better watch out. It’s happening now.
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Walking up the Kahlenberg :
I knew from what Wolf had told me, and from past experience, that the
mountain behind the village changes all the time. So I asked Maria if
she had a friend who could come up the mountain with me and show
me the way. She scoffed at this, “It is not a problem! Of course you
will find the way!” I remembered Wolf saying that she knew nothing
but pretended to know everything, and of course she is in no fit state to
climb the mountain. So I would have to just try and find the chapel at
the top. The reason the mountain changes is that it is full of old ironore mines, in which Wolf’s Opa worked, and since those closed down,
the town uses the shafts for waste disposal. As they move through the
mountain one area at a time, parts are closed off, and paths re-routed.
When a section is finished with, it is earthed over with recycled compost, and re-opened to the public. So I would have to take my chances
of finding my way.
It was hot. Maria had seemed to think the main attraction a small
zoo at the bottom of the berg. But no animals were visible in the heat. I
took a wrong turn twice, the second time proceeding almost to the top
of the Berg on a path I recognised. Even though it had a sign saying
closed, I thought I might get by on foot. When I found the way
blocked, I had to ask directions from a woman tending her vines. She
said I must go back to the bottom and start again, taking the path by
the Grillplatz.

As I climbed further up the Berg, I could see the vines spread out over
the hillsides, and as I neared the top, there were groves of cherry trees,
red and black, full of ripe fruit, which I picked and ate, stuffing more
into my pockets.
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The top of the Berg had completely changed, and I almost thought I
wasn’t going to find the chapel. There were roads across the top, and a
seat by a signpost said the chapel was one way, the Aussichtsturm
(viewing tower) another. Formerly, you entered the wood at the top of
the mountain, and went along a path. First you came to a forest hut,
probably intended for shelter if you were caught in a storm, then the
chapel, and lastly, the Aussichtsturm, so this was puzzling. Looking
for the chapel, I came across a familiar view (p27) and then at last the
chapel appeared, though the area around it looked different.

Inside, the spooky ‘minimalist Jesus’ had gone. Joshe told me later it
had been stolen and I said I was glad, I never liked it. But on the minus
side, the forest hut where we had carved our names in 1995, and then
again in 2001, had disappeared completely. The path must have led in
a circle right round the chapel and I found myself back at the signpost,
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without knowing how. A bit like Alice, I set out in the opposite direction to reach the Aussichtsturm, where I knew there would be a restaurant. One good thing about the Germans we could learn from - there is
always a restaurant at the end of a walk! Not like here, get to the top of
a bleak mountain in the rain and mist, and NOTHING! The restaurant,
which formerly had been a plain timber building, was now considerably tarted up. It looked like a place where plenty of fun was going on.
There were musical instruments around the room and notices about
musical evenings.
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There was nothing I fancied eating, so I contented myself with a
cup of tea and then sat writing my journal and looking out over the
beautiful countryside.

The Aussichtsturm - lookout tower, around which the Berggasthof
(Mountain Guest House) is built. If you climb it, you can see a long
way across the countryside.
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I walked back down the mountain, looking at the views which are so
full of memories and daydreams.
One thing I know, one day Wolf will put
his head round the bedroom door, or
wherever I happen to be, and he will say,
“Come on darling - bikes are all ready we’re off!” And I will rise up from that
bed, not old as I am now, but a fit, strong
young woman with my fit, strong husband. And we will ride away together into
an eternity of endless blue skies, open
roads, good food and good company. And
it shall never end.
As I neared the bottom of the Kahlenberg, a purposeful older man was striding
towards me clad in vest and shorts. I
thought how nice it is that one never feels
afraid in Germany - unless one meets the Yugoslavian Zigeuner with
their pantechnicon of course! Anyway he hailed me in a jolly fashion,
and said something like, “Ah you are finished while I am just starting”. I was not sure I had understood him correctly, but said, “Yes it is
better to come down than go up.” He seemed inclined to chat and told
me, “Every day I come up here from Herbolzheim to the Aus31

sichtsturm, to the Kapelle, and back down.” I said, “My goodness,”
then he said, “That’s one day. Then the next day I do it on a bike. And
in winter, with the Nordic poles.” I said he was a strong man, and
asked how old he was. He seemed not to want to answer that, so I repeated it. He said he was 70. I walked away reflecting that it would do
him good but it would not stop him dying.
Got back and Maria was standing over the stove as usual. I was
back dead on five. She asked immediately,
“Do you want to eat?” I said,
“Not so quick, Maria! I need a wash.” She made a wonderful premeal salad, fresh lettuce and radish from the garden, with a great
dressing. Then I noticed she had a pan on the stove - salmon in a fantastic sauce and some brilliant fettucine - real artisan stuff. Mmm
amazing! Far too much but ate it all. Had to refuse pudding but got it
later.
We were sitting in the yard
when Melanie pitched up. I was
almost not sure it was Melanie!
Could this placid, portly, middleaged looking woman (only 33 but
looking older) really be the
firespitting hellcat I remembered?
Her husband was with her. His
name is Herman. Joshe seemed to
take as little notice of her as she
did of him. She certainly did not
make a fuss of ‘dear Papa’. And
she does not own a house in Ringsheim, they are renting a flat. She
said it would take years to get a house here and the new build are far
too expensive. One she looked at was smaller than her mother’s with
far less land and cost 273,000E. I did not ask what she was paying for
the house in Herbolzheim. Nothing on earth would persuade me to live
there. Since she will inherit the house of her mother, why bother? She
could stay in the flat. She said the new one is a similar size to this one
and the same amount of land. She said they come here to dinner every
Thursday to eat as a family, so we will see her tomorrow. I offered to
stay and help Maria with the meal tomorrow but she declined as usual.
I also requested to be allowed to clean the shower. She is still going in
and giving it a thorough scrub after I use it - tiles, glass, and throws the
mat over the balcony - this makes me feel guilty to be having a shower
at all, since it causes her so much work. This offer also was refused. I
suspect she also cleans the washbasin after I use it, as it is always spot32

less and dry when I go in. God knows what she does with the toilet
then.
When Melanie turned up I was writing two little compositions to
read to Maria. I had been trying to tell her about Gordon Ramsay and
Jedward so I wrote a little history and translated it into German. Maria
insisted I was writing a letter and could not understand it was for our
conversation so I asked Melanie to explain. I said we were getting on
fine and could talk to each other but I did not know all the words. She
said her mother’s English was not good. I said no, we are speaking
German. She looked surprised and said, “If you can understand anything my mother says that is amazing.” I asked why and she said “her
dialect is so strong. The dialect here is terrible and no one can understand us when we speak
it.” I said that was the
trouble in 95, and everyone had too much to say.
Franz came over
from Herbolzheim. He is
the one who had the Grill
Party in 95, when Wolf
and I walked home. They
were all speaking Slovenian and we were fed up.
Joshe had told me Franz’
wife is dead and he has a
new one. Her name is
Rosie and she is also
Slovenian. How did he
manage that then? He must have gone back to Slovenia to find a bride.
Just like some other people we know, and are not allowed to mention.
Franz had come to watch the football and brought beer. Joshe is
not allowed to drink while he is on medication, which must be hard for
him. I said as much, and Maria said no he does not drink and so he
does not mind. Well he must have changed then. Germany is playing
Ghana I think. I went in at 9.30 as they had said it started at ‘halb
neun’ and was surprised when it finished after half an hour. I thought
fussball matches lasted an hour and a half. Later realised that I got it
wrong again. Halb neun is half past eight, not nine. I never watched a
football match before. The men are fascinating. If I had hold of the
camera I would only look at the handsome ones. I’d be saying, “Oooh
look at his legs! - Oh I like that hairstyle! - Oooh what a cute guy!”
Never mind the football, it would be more interesting. I like the way
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they kind of float in the air. I wonder how they do that. Germany won
and will play ENGLAND O my God on Sunday. Shall be watching
with Max and Erika.
I have managed to sneak the camping mat upstairs and have inflated it and it is under the thin quilt. I tried it out and it feels better but
if there are serious problems I will put it on the floor and sleep there. I
am not going to suffer with a bad back for anyone!
I asked about the pigs. It had occurred to me that although just
about everything is pork here, I have never seen a pig in a field. I had
determined to solve this problem of where the pigs are kept - is there
one area of Germany entirely devoted to them? The answer was, “Of
course you do not see them. They are kept in barns and must not come
out.”
“Why?”
“Because they shtink.”
“But cows are in the fields?”
“Cows are okay. Pigs not.” So there you go. The poor pig is not
naturally treated in this country which prides itself on natural foods.
The little Mexican skull I brought with
me told me today that his name is Freddy,
or Frederico. That’s nice. He must be
pleased to be here. It’s 11pm and I am still
up. That’s the latest I’ve been up this holiday. I am not exhausted from my walk up
the Berg like I was with the cycle ride yesterday. It was so great to push the pedals
and really let rip! The roads are great, no traffic, beautiful countryside
and fresh atmosphere. Love it! I did well over 20miles in an afternoon.
That’s more like it. It was definitely luggage that was holding me
back.
THURSDAY 24 JUNE - JOHANNES BAPTIST DAY - A WEDDING
The smuggled camping mat did the trick, saved my back and no more
pain. Today I planned another cycle ride, perhaps this time I would get
to the Rhine. But first I had to find the post office and post the clothes
home. Maria gave me detailed instructions (which I did not understand) of how to find the post offices in both Ettenheim and Herbolzheim. I opted for Herbolzheim as I mistakenly thought to visit the station and speak to a human being about tickets for Saturday. It was
quite far out at the end of the town, and something went wrong with
the bike. I turned it upside down and fixed it - it was terribly hot too.
When I got to the station it was closed for lunch, so I abandoned the
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project. I found the post office and posted the clothes. It cost me 10E. I
bought some food, as
everything closes at
12, and set out once
more for the Rhine.
But first I wanted to
see the church with
twin spires at
Kenzingen. I had
spotted this on a previous ride, but not
had time to go and
explore.
Since the day
when Wolf told me
emphatically he is
NOT in the churchyard, I call out when
I pass - “Hallo Wolf,
ich weiss dass du bist
nicht da!” (I know
you are not there!)
Today when I did
this, he materialized
and was sitting pillion
on the luggage carrier. He was very sunburned, wearing
shorts and a vest. I
note he does not
smoke any more. He
stayed the whole day
riding with me.
Reaching Kenzingen
I could see the church
spires but not how to
get to them. Inner
promptings told me to
cross the street I was
in and go down a side
street. Sure enough,
at the end it opened
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into a small square and there was the church on our right. I walked all
around the building and then went in. I thought I had not been there
before, and it was only when I saw the stone draperies (see pic) which
had so impressed me, that I realised I had. Through the framed archway is the Mary chapel. This part of a church is where we always felt
most at home. I went in and lit candles for Wolf, not paying of course
as he always told me not to. “The Church has enough money,” he
would say.
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I sat down to meditate and immediately saw myself standing at the
altar rail before Mary, with Wolf standing on my left. He was splendidly dressed in gold, as the King in the male half of the Hermetic
Marriage*, while I was dressed in silver as the female half.
He had a gold crown on his head, a rich tunic and tights and I had a
blue and silver gown.
We were to be married again. We already remarried after he crossed,
when he asked me to
read tarot for him and I
saw that was what he
wanted.
So once again I
said the vows out loud:
I, Valerie, take thee,
Wolfram, to have and to
hold, in sickness and
health, for better or
worse, even though we
are parted temporarily
by death.
Then he spoke using
my voice:
I, Wolfram, take thee,
Valerie, to be my lawful
wedded wife in sickness
and in health, for better
or for worse - and - oh
hell! anyway we can
never be parted we are one spirit, one soul.
And then he said,
“Come on, it’s done, let’s go!” So I guess
he had this in mind all the time. The day was
Thurs June 24 Johannes Baptist Day, at
approx 2.45pm in Kenzingen. I shot the pictures of the spires outside afterwards, and the
clock shows 3pm.
*A note about the Hermetic Marriage - the
drawing is from a book on alchemy, and early
in our marriage, I cut out our faces from a
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copy of this photograph and stuck them over the King and Queen. I
did this because Wolf’s Sun is 23 Aquarius, my Moon 21 Aquarius man’s Sun, woman’s Moon in same degree is hermetic marriage.
Melanie and her husband, Herman’s Hermit, were coming to dinner, and I had promised to be back by five. I was there on the dot.
Maria rushed out into the courtyard when I arrived shouting,
“Come on, dinner is waiting, they are here already”. I was unloading the bike and she was rushing at me shouting, “Leave that! That can
wait!” so I guessed I was not going to get the chance of a shower,
which is ridiculous when I had been cycling in the heat all day - and
who wants to sit down to a meal hot and sweaty? Anyway I ignored
her and said I had to at least wash my face. I carried the bags upstairs
and because she was in a state I chucked everything on the bed,
grabbed some fresh clothes, went to the bathroom and threw cold water all over my face, arms and neck and went down.
Instead of the ‘family meal’ in the mausoleum as I had imagined,
which Maria does very well, with the best cutlery and china, there
were Melanie and Herman’s Hermit sitting in the kitchen, staring
glumly at their plates which held a piece of fried chicken. Maria
slammed another plate down in front of me and went out, banging the
door behind her. So much for family solidarity!
I said to Melanie that I was surprised, I thought we were all going
to eat together, and she replied that Mama and Joshe eat their main
meal at midday. So what was the point of all this then? This meal thing
is definitely getting worse. It’s like this. Basically, whatever time you
come in she is waiting behind the door ready to slap a meal on a plate
which must be eaten NOW! If she cooks at lunchtime, what is she doing standing over a hot meal when I come in at 5, or 6? Has it been on
the go since lunch, or does she throw it away and start again at regular
intervals? I can’t work it out. It’s all so much work for her, and she is
really a very nice person, but she is driving everyone mad with her
attitude. Melanie has no patience with her, and pulls faces at her behind her back, which is understandable but not very nice, and a great
shame when she means so well.
Melanie and Herman’s Hermit did not hang about after the meal,
but beat a pretty hasty retreat, and I went upstairs, to find that the box
of Johannesbeeren (redcurrants) which I had bought the first day
(Monday) and which have been hanging about, either in the fridge or
in my bag, all week, had landed upside down on the bed when I
chucked everything out. The considerable juice that had accumulated
had leaked all over the bed while we had dinner. It had gone right
through the two rather antiquated duvets or rather pads with which I
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have been provided, and the top one was absolutely SOAKED. Luckily no juice had made it through to the mattress, due to the illegal insertion of the camping mat. I could not face telling her about it tonight
so will tomorrow - AFTER rolling up the mat to avoid lengthy explanations. I am going to hang the top quilt - the heaviest and the most
stained - out of the window all night, after it is dark and they have
gone to bed. It is sopping wet. The lighter one is wet too, but fortunately I managed to also sneak my fleece bag up here, so I will manage.
It’s no wonder Wolf was like he is. You have to be so underhand
and sneaky here - because there is the most godawful fuss about everything. You have to give explanations for everything you do. And if I
had told her about this tonight, not only would there have been a major
drama, but she would have had to wash the bloody things, and find
some spare bedding. So it is better not to tell her at all, and she can do
it when I am gone.
FRIDAY 25TH JUNE
I slept okay and in the morning the quilt I hung out the window was
dry and the other one too, which I had hung over a chair back. I folded
them both and laid my towel and tee shirts on top to hide the stains. I
feel awful behaving like this, but really there is no alternative.
Last night Maria asked me to have a rest day today and stay at
home. It was obvious she wanted to spend some time with me. I
thought this might be difficult but I agreed. I went out for a while in
the morning, to the bike shop in the village to ask them to fit butterfly
handlebars to the bike. They must be new people, as when I told the
woman who served me that I was staying with my mother in law she
did not know her, and the Biehlers were very close friends of the family. This could always be another generation though.
When I said what I wanted she said, “Why?” This was not a question I expected to be asked and I had no answer.
“Is it for comfort?” she asked and I agreed it was. She then fetched
a pair of handlebars that were NOT butterfly and said this was what I
wanted. I definitely did not want them. She said yes I did, and demonstrated that here you could rest your forearms on this extra bar and so
experience more comfort. I was not convinced. She then fetched a pair
of butterflies at which my face lit up. However it was only to demonstrate that this was NOT what I wanted, as she said these would cause
strain to my back. She then said,
“Let me see you ride your bike.” I rode the bike right around the
shop, which had windows on all sides, and she watched from inside.
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“The handlebars which you have are perfect for you,” she declared,
“and anything else would not help.” And that was the end of it! Refused to sell me anything! Only in Germany, eh?
I went back to sit and read and wait for Mittagessen. Maria prepared an excellent lunch, with salads from the garden and a very good
dressing. Afterwards we talked. She talked about Janet and Jamie4 and
about Wolfram. She is upset that she has had no contact with Jamie at
all since he was a toddler and now he is coming in August with Janet.
She says he is a stranger to her and why is he coming at all. I said it
will be all right Maria, he is blood. She feels it is wrong that she has
had nothing - no letters, no phone calls, nothing - and now she has to
deal with a stranger who is almost 30yrs old. I think she does not know
what to do.
She says she hears Wolfram speaking in her ears and saying,
“Hello Mam, Nicht Sorgen” - don’t worry about me. She said she had
not known Wolfram properly either - he was away all the time in Blind
School and they could only see him at weekends, and it was a long
distance to travel. She says it was terrible when they had to leave, and
his little face looking through the gate - saying - “don’t go, Mam,
don’t leave me.” It makes your heart ache.
We had talked about Wolfram on an earlier occasion - I often sat
reading in the courtyard in an evening, and she would come out and
join me, bringing a pot of tea and some cake, and we would chat. The
first time we talked I told her how happy our life together had been for
seventeen years, until it went wrong. I said, “He was a good man,
Maria. A good man.” I was pretty choked. She asked,
“How can you say that, with what he did to you? That was terrible
for you.” I said it did not matter, and that I believed it was due to the
illness, the tumour he did not know he had. But she said the doctor in
Ireland (presumably the one who performed the post mortem) had told
her it had grown in nine months. She said she had a letter. I don’t
know. When I spoke to the coroner he said it was impossible to tell,
that some tumours grew fast and some slowly, and he did not know
which it was. But if there is more information I should write myself
and find out. Even so, I am sure that he was in some way altered by
the tumour. He became so different in so many ways, doing and saying
things he would never have done and said, things he had been totally
against all his life he was now accepting. Even his way of dressing
changed, and he wore jewellery, which he formerly could not stand.

4

Wolfram’s son
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Tonight she talked about Wolfram’s life - he was away in Blind
School until he was 19. Then he came home and went to the factory
where his mother worked. That was it. No Canadian radio station - no
university - those were just fantasies. Janet’s story is as he told it - met
in Majorca, both with their Mums, Janet 14 and Wolf 18. One day
Janet turns up, lives here for a year, they marry, get a flat in Ettenheim
(Wolfram’s version was that they bought the house next door - Janet
had already told me that was not true) and Maria and Opa buy them a
full set of furniture costing hundreds of DM - after a quarter year they
go to England. Maria and Opa were still paying for the furniture which
was just abandoned.
She talked of how many deaths there have been and all so quick her little daughter Melitta aged 2 - her mother dying suddenly at 54,
simply did not get up out of bed one morning - her husband dying
while out playing sport in the village, only 39, drops dead - and then
Wolfram. She says how afraid she was when Joshe went to the hospital - would he ever come home? She is such a sweet woman. I knew
the first time I laid eyes on her in 95 that I liked her, but then she was
so horrible all the time and did not seem to like me. I thought she was
disappointed that Wolf had me and not Janet. I was sorry she could not
appreciate how well I looked after him, but she has made up for that
now, and has said as much to me.
When I talked about the time in Ireland, and how I went to see him
the December before he died, and how terrible he looked, she did not
say much. I said although he had put a brave face on it, I felt he had
been terribly unhappy in Ireland. Then she said,
“Why do you say
he was not happy? He
had a good job there.”
That pulled me up
short!
“What job? He
did not tell me.”
“Yes, he was
working in a Blind
School. He was teaching the children music
and gardening. He
liked it very much.” I
knew at once that this
was another of his fantasies. But I could not tell her that. She needed
to believe that he was happy and doing well. He never wanted anyone
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to think he was having a bad time. And he never complained - ever about anything. I had been too hard on him over his ‘lies’ as I called
them. But they weren’t lies really. Just a way of arranging things so
everyone was happy. And so he was not a burden on anyone. Let her
go on believing what he had wanted her to believe. She had a right to
her dreams.
SATURDAY 26TH JUNE - Leaving for Triberg
We had enough bloody hoo-ha about booking this trip! Erika done a
blinder with getting the times - that woman is a genius, she even got
the platform numbers. I decided to go down early to the station, after
breakfast, to brave the ticket machine, and hopefully get some help
from friendly Germans, which I did, an excellent girl who spoke English did it for me, and I returned to the Dolensek household triumphant. I had already packed, and at breakfast had made a full confession over the redcurrant incident. I brought all my packs down into the
yard then went back and appeared with the two duvet/pad efforts, reporting that I had had an Anfall (accident) with the Johannesbeeren.
You could see that she wanted to go off on one about it, but was controlling herself magnificently. She made immediately for the cellar
where the washing machine is kept, but I am sure I heard her say to
Joshe that she could wash the covers, but that the pads would have to
be drycleaned! Honestly they must have been a hundred years old and
not worth it! You can buy fresh clean new duvets so cheaply nowadays (in England at least) so what was her problem.
I had got her a couple boxes of chocolates and a card as a leaving
gift - got them in the village shop yesterday, and it was Siegelinde who
served me, I recognised her. She asked me who the card was for - everyone here wants to know who you are when you turn up in their village. When I said it was for Maria Dolensek, and she was my mother
in law, she knew who I was. She had tears in her eyes speaking of
Wolfram, they are the same age and were at the village school (p 42)
together, and he was always very fond of her. I think there may have
been a special connection, with them both being given very old heroic
German names.
When it was time to leave for the station I said goodbye to Joshe
and Maria, and promised to keep in touch. All in all it was a lovely
visit, Maria made me more than welcome, and I slept well every night.
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And now it was time to journey into the High Forest, to Neukirch.
After our visit to Ringsheim in 1995, when we had not felt exactly
welcome, we had gone elsewhere for our holidays. Then one year I
said to Wolfram that it was a shame we had never seen the Black Forest proper, only the flat area around the Rhine, and that it would be
nice to do that. We need not stay with his mother, I said, we could visit
her on the way in and again on the way out, break our journey so to
speak with a night at her house. We both thought this a good idea.
Wolfram still loved his country, and wanted me to see the best of it. So
that is how we found Erika and Max on the internet. They are at
http://www.holiday-apartment.de/ if you want to look them up.
Neukirch is an absolutely magical place, and Erika and Max the
best of hosts. From our point of view, it was a distinct advantage that
their ad said they could provide mountain bikes - that meant we did
not need to take ours. Our first year we stayed in their house - there is
a holiday flat on the ground floor - but after that we stayed in a little
apartment which Erika manages - part of a complex which is built into
the hillside, so arranged that every apartment has its own balcony and
is not underneath any other balcony. It was magical to sit out there at
night, looking out over the forest, in complete silence and stillness.
But now I was billeted on Irma, who I knew from experience
would be neither silent nor still! She was like the child in the Hilaire
Belloc poem who “sought, when it was in his power, for information
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twice an hour.” As I like to be quiet most of the time, I find people
who talk a lot very tiring, and I knew staying with her might be difficult. She is a person who loves to have fun, dress up and go out. Once
upon a time I did too, but my quiet life with Wolfram has changed me
in that respect.
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SATURDAY 26TH JUNE - ARRIVAL AT
TRIBERG
All went well with the journey - Ringsheim-Offenburg-Triberg - and I arrived
at 11.45 as predicted. A text from Erika
had advised me to ask the bus driver if he
would take me. The bus was waiting for
the train as it always does, but I found I
had to remove all my packs and go down
a flight of steps, and then pack them all
back on at the bottom, and by that time it
had gone. I hadn’t wanted to take the bus
anyway, I wanted to try and make it over.
Wolf and I always said we would do it,
and never did. In fact the one time we
had mentioned it to Max, he had warned
us seriously never to attempt it.
I thought I would have to push up the
main street, which is not only difficult
physically, but is made worse by all the tourists and shops, but I found
there was another way, bypassing the main street and coming out at
the top of the town. It was still steep, and the day very hot, so I
stopped in every bit of shade.
It took about an hour to reach the top of the town, and I spotted a
small restaurant at the lakeside, so I pushed in there and asked for a
black tea with milk. The tables were pretty well full. I managed to find
a bit of shade for the bike, as one must always think of the tyres, don’t
want them exploding. I was tired already, probably with the strain of
saying goodbye in Ringsheim and the journey, as much as with the hill
I had climbed.
I continued on uphill, with frequent stops to look at the view, and
found the road apparently making a sharp left to Furtwangen. I
checked with a local that it was the right way and he said something
which indicated ‘a long way up’. I kept going and the road made several hairpin turns - I walked on the left as it gave better views over the
countryside and was also the shadiest. Also, I did not like the traffic
coming up behind me, I would rather see the person who is about to
kill me thank you very much.
There were frequent stops and after an inordinately long time I
found myself at the very top of the waterfall. Bikers were a big feature
of this road, around twenty at a time would come roaring past me.I
stopped at this point to eat the lunch Maria had given me.
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I was walking all this time, and pushing my heavy load up a
mountain. I had told Erika I would text from Schönwald, and it
seemed to me I would never get there. Eventually I did. It was 3.30.
Almost four hours of pushing and I was not yet at the top. I had no
idea what the road ahead was like, but I was exhausted. I sat in a bus
shelter and texted Erika:
“At Schönwald, kaputt, what is it like from here, does it get better
or worse?” She replied that the worst was over. I carried on - still
pushing. After maybe half an hour I was at the top, on a beautiful high
point. There was a
gasthof called the
Löwen (lion) and a
sign that said
“Höhengasthof” Hoh meaning high.
There was a seat at
the side of the road,
and I sat looking out
over the beautiful
rolling plain. Erika
texted that she was
outside Furtwangen. I
replied I was at the
top, and taking a break before the descent. I was so glad she had not
come to the top and deprived me of the ride down.
Going down was not that comfortable, I always have the right leg
extended, and it was having a problem, some kind of ache or cramp,
and I had to change legs which did not make me feel very safe.
Erika was at the bottom and we put the bags in the car, but the
bike would not go in. She wanted to take the wheel off, but I said it
was okay, I would ride the rest. I had forgotten Neukirch is up another
bloody mountain from Furtwangen, so despite her protests I let her go
and rode off. She had advised the path through the wood, but last time
I was there it was pretty eroded, so I decided to stick to the road. Mistake! It was even steeper and longer than I remembered, but there was
a cherry seller half way up, which helped. I eventually limped into
Sonnentauweg around 6 or half past.
Erika kindly explained that she did not think I would like to go to
the Ochsen tonight, and so she had prepared something. It was looking
like a Maria situation, it was already late and I got the impression they
did not want to wait any longer for their meal, but they made no objection when I asked if I could go to Irma’s and have a shower.
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“Irma is away today but I have a key,” Erika said. We humped the
bags out of the car and over the road - and I had the fastest shower on
record. The guestroom is sumptuous - absolutely brilliant - and huge -

with its own balcony. There is also a bathroom exclusively for the use
of whoever is in the guestroom. I thought at first that this was the flat,
it was so big, and it was only some days later, when I saw the
“Gästezimmer” plate on the door, that I realised it was not. If this is
the guestroom, what must the flat be like! However it was more than
big enough and a delight to be in. The balcony ran the full length of
the room, which was also the width of the house, and these German
houses are not small! I slept out there one night, when it was very hot,
and that was the night I saw the Moon rise, followed shortly by Jupiter. Now that was a treat!
I slept extremely well that night and every other. For the first couple of days I had a headache. This was probably due to the strong air,
though I cannot remember it ever affecting me before. But when I
worked on Brownsea Island (Bournemouth) people visiting often became ill - there are pines there too - and some of them could not take it
and had to go home. If the pines didn’t get them the mosquitoes usually finished them off. I did not have too much trouble with mosquitoes this holiday - except for coming downhill on the bike - the bug51

gers seem to know when you cannot get at them, they take a good bite
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and hold on, and there’s nothing you can do, you can’t start swotting
your legs when you’re hurtling downhill. I got some bad bites that
way.
That first evening, after we had eaten, Erika suggested a walk. We
went around the back of
the village and along
the field path that leads
to the woods. As we
were walking the Sun
was going down in a
huge, fiery red ball,
magnificent to see. Afterwards, standing on
my balcony at Irma’s,
the Full Moon rose out
of the pines immediately in front of me.
SUNDAY 27TH JUNE
German Organisation
Germans are brilliant at telling you what you are going to do - they
never ask. It goes like this: “Tomorrow we are going to go to Sankt
Märgen, to a 100jahr celebration of the Music Hut. We shall have
lunch after the parade, and then we shall watch the football on a big
screen.”
No - ‘would you like to’ - these are orders and we shall obey
them! No problem as I was very much in favour of this - I love Sankt
Märgen and I love parades! Though I do not love football.
It was not a long drive, and we parked in a beautiful meadow full
of flowers. I was told off for not sticking to the path ‘It is forbidden to
walk on the wild flowers’, apparently. A German naturally sticks to
the path, when there is one. An English person strikes out across the
grass using the shortest possible route. One would have to learn these
things if one wanted to live in Germany.
We had time for a cold drink, and then the parade began. It was
most interesting, and I took far too many photographs - 146 to be exact. Each band was different, and all wore different costumes, a lot of
them in the old style when each village had its own variation. So I had
to get them all down. I loved the horses best. There is a whole album
of band photos on my website. I have separated them off from the
main section, realising that most people will be bored by them.
After the parade, I would have liked to spend time with the horses,
but now we must all go into the big tent where there is a huge screen
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and we can all watch the Germany-England match. A visitor to
Maria’s house in Ringsheim had asked me which team did I want to
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win and I had replied Germany, of course. He seemed surprised and
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asked why.
“Because England are idiots,” I said, “and the way they talk about
Germans, they don’t deserve to win. They think they are still fighting
the war.” I don’t know if you are supposed to mention the War, but I
did.

Anyway, glad to say, Germany won handsomely. Beat the buggers
into a cocked hat. I was SO glad!
I left the tent shortly before the first goal as my boredom threshold
is low for sport of any kind, but especially football. After the match
Erika announced “Now we go to the next restaurant!” This cheered me
up, as although we had ordered sausages in the tent, they had not been
plentiful, and I could not eat the potato salad I ordered with mine, it
was far too acid. I had spotted the other restaurant on my wanderings
around the grounds, and regretted that we had not gone there and had
proper food. I must say, the Germans aren’t half good at putting it
away - the women too. Irma is thin as a pin and obviously proud of her
figure, the way she dresses. Erika, like me, is a more comfortable, one
size fits all shape. But while we were in the tent waiting for sausages,
they announced they were going out to buy cake, and did I want some?
I asked why on earth I would want cake? But they seemed to feel the
need, brought back the usual German-sized portion and wolfed it
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down, after which they saw to the sausages very adequately. So now
we went to a proper restaurant with an excellent menu.
As I had already eaten, I ordered a Flammkuchen - it was called
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something like ‘Transylvania’ from which I gathered that it had a bit
of a bite - just what I like! The waitress expressed the usual concern at
this departure from standard German blandness, but I knew that, like
the Mexican restaurant in France that served completely spineless
‘mexican’ food, that any spiciness it had would be muted. And when I
summoned the waiter he explained that if they really cooked like
Mexicans no one would eat it.
I was pleasantly surprised that it was quite delicious and had just
enough heat to satisfy my palate. With its very thin crust, it was spread
over a wide area and served on a board. Irma, who had put away (with
her Max) a very large pre-dinner salad, followed by a regulation German size platter containing several pieces of steak and a huge pile of
chips, all of which she finished, looked at my empty board and said,
“You have eaten a lot!”
And the evening and the morning were the end of the Second Day.
MONDAY 28TH JUNE - the morning
There was another arranged excursion, this time by bike with Max and
Erika, but we would not start until after lunch. Germans like to get a
good lunch down them before tackling anything, while I find that eating at lunch time puts me to sleep. A quick sandwich is the most I can
manage if I want to avoid the arms of Morpheus. I did not want to
hang about all day, so I set out around 10.30 to walk to the Ochsen. On
the way I changed my mind and went towards the forest determined to
find the Hochsitz (high seat’) which Wolf and I had climbed early one
morning to try to see deer and wild boar - they failed to appear, but we
had the magical experience of seeing the sunrise through the forest
trees and feeling its first warm rays high in the air in our rustic hide. I
was not entirely sure where it was, and had only a rough idea how to
find it.
I headed out onto the hillside above the village, and came upon a
spot where I knew there had been another Hochsitz - I have a photo of
Wolf climbing it. Now it had gone, and in its place was a wayside
cross and a seat. The views from here are magnificent.
I continued on through the forest looking for the Hochsitz. Just
when I had decided to stop looking and enjoy the walk, I came upon it.
I am sure it was the same one, though the forest around it was different, and I think that would happen as these are being managed all the
time. I went over to it but it looked so rickety that I did not think it
safe to climb, especially as I was alone, and if I fell or it collapsed I
could get wedged in the poles or worse, impaled! So regretfully I had
to give up the idea and move on.
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The German forest has an incredible stillness - and that’s not due
to my increasing deafness, it was always so. In England I would be
nervous about being alone in such a wilderness, but I am never afraid
here. I can truly relax and enjoy the peace. I wandered along taking the
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occasional snap, and came out not on the path I remembered, but further up, near the old farmhouse. I figured I still had a bit of time left,
and walked down the path and sat on the seat in the meadow that overlooks the Ochsen, watching the clouds.
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MONDAY 28TH JUNE - the afternoon
And so to lunch, and the scheduled entertainment for the afternoon Max’s standard excursion to the Balzerherrgott. This is a curious phenomenon that only exists in this part of the Black Forest. At first when
Max took me and Wolfram there, with my limited understanding of
both German and the local dialect, I got a confused picture of what had
happened on this spot. This is what I understood: that a hunter had
leaned against a
tree in the winter, froze solid,
died and then
turned to stone.
As time went on,
the kindly tree
enfolded him in
its embrace, until now only his
head was showing, and even
this seemed in
danger of disappearing. (It is
possible that this
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was a local legend relayed by Max). In recent years the tree growth
has been cut back in order to preserve the head.
‘Herrgott’ means ‘Lord God’ and balzer must come from the verb
balzen - to display, although the dictionary (Leo online) says this only
relates to ornithology (birds). I have tried over the years to understand
more of its history and forgive me if I did not get it right yet. According to Erika, whose English is about as good as my German, ie not
brilliant, it is not known who created the sculpture or when, the phenomenon having been discovered in the forest when it was already
partially enclosed by the tree (there are pictures on a board on site).
Probably it was a thankoffering of some kind, though an elaborate one.
The tree continued to enclose the figure, which was full size, until as I
say, the decision was taken to halt the process before it was lost entirely. The tree has become a place of pilgrimage, flowers are laid
there, and benches are provided for people to sit and contemplate,
meditate, pray or what you will. On the first visit I found it impressive
and moving, but now, though I enjoy the ride out there and back, I do
not find any spirituality in it. Erika though was moved to say a little
prayer, and I feel it is a special place for her.
As I have made this trip so many times, I only took one photograph, but I have included another from my 2007 visit.
Max’ time was limited, as there was another
football match he wanted
to watch, so he went on
ahead and Erika and I
followed more slowly,
pushing the bikes and
chatting. We called in at
the Hirschen (on the edge
of the village as you
climb the hill from Furtwangen) for a drink Apfelschorler - apple
juice and sparkling water.
Erika told me she has
a very busy week, and the
only time we can make
Spätzle* will be tonight so can I come across at 6,
and she is ‘very sorry’ to
deprive me of my plan to
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eat out - but it could not be at the Ochsen anyway, as they have Ruhetag (rest day) and I would have been coming back here, to the
Hirschen, where they are not so friendly. I laugh at this, as eating with
Erika and Max is so much better than anything I could do alone!
*Spätzle is a local speciality, it is a version of noodles which they
make here. I have tried it at home - I got recipes from the web and
even watched videos, but that is no substitute for hands-on tuition from
an expert, and my efforts failed. I therefore had a promise from Erika
that she would demonstrate while I was here.
I turned up at six as instructed, to find Erika with everything
ready, putting the finishing touches to a salad. I was familiar with the
method, but the main thing is in the texture, or consistency, of the
paste (flour, eggs, salt and water), and I made her let me alternate with
the beating, passing it back and forth until she was satisfied that it was
just right. I discovered that this point was where the almost unmanageable paste, which can hardly be moved in the bowl, first starts to
lighten up. That is the point at which you stop adding water. It is still
pretty stiff. You then plonk a good spoonful onto the wetted spätzle
maker (like a flat colander - it fits on top of the pan of boiling water)
and scrape it through the holes into the water, finishing by scraping the
residue from the underside. You then set the colander thing aside and
let the little blobs of pasta bubble up, whereupon you remove them
with the slotted spoon and put them into a warmed dish containing
melted butter. You do NOT wet the spätzle maker again, but continue
to administer plonkings of
paste and scrape it through.
When all is done, you can
serve the spätzle how you
wish - in Erika’s home region
they add golden fried onions
and generous handfuls of
grated cheese - but you could
add diced fried speck (local
cured bacon), or even create a
tomato and basil, or tomato
and cheese sauce. Really, it’s a plain basic dish which lends itself to
anything.
And the evening and the morning were the Third Day.
TUESDAY 29TH JUNE
I got up to find my day had been organised for me - this time by Irma.
She had first suggested an excursion with her and Max (both husbands
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are called Max) the previous night, and I replied that I intended going
to Brend Turm (a high point some way distant) on the bike, whereupon
she looked put out and said,
“Oh, but ve have planned this for you.” Since she was being so
kind in letting me have the guestroom, and insisting I take breakfast
with them - which was a real relief, as breakfast is not a time when
you feel like going out to eat - I did not feel in a position to refuse,
though I was longing to get out on my own and explore, particularly as
Wolfram had taken to materializing when I was on the balcony, perching on the balustrade wearing his old maroon shorts and a vest. Again,
he showed no signs of smoking. I knew there was no chance of him
coming on a day out with Irma, who never stops talking. Having won
her point, she then interviewed me about where I would like to go.

“Have you been to the Vogtsbauernhof?” she asked. This is one of my
favourite places - it is a spot in the forest not far away (Hausach, or
some say, Gutach), where an enterprising individual has set up a village constructed from old houses in danger of demolition which he
‘rescued’, took down piece by piece and then rebuilt all in the one
place. It is a fascinating snapshot of Black Forest history, being from
all periods and demonstrating the different methods of living in previous centuries. I have a special delight in standing in houses from the
1600s, as the veil between me and them is very thin and I can almost 65

almost slip through into their time. Especially in the kitchens. It is not
confined to Hausach, as I have had it happen to me in a similarly constructed village in France.
So naturally I replied that I loved the Vogstbauernhof, upon which
she said,
“Oh, if you have seen it, we vill not go there.” I protested again
that I loved the place and wanted to go there! But she was adamant.
“No, you must go somewhere new.” Which it was decided would be
Schluchsee - near Titisee where she knew I had already been, but different. I was not enamoured of seeing another lake, and the day was
predicted to be wet. And so it turned out.
Breakfast was at 8.30, and I always turned up punctually, as is expected in Germany. I was sitting on my balcony and noticed it was
8.20 so I got up to go downstairs when suddenly the most tremendous
pain shot through me. It was in the ribs on my right side, from side to
middle, and I was doubled up and could not breathe, as this increased
the pain. I thought it must be cramp, and walked as best as I could
around the room trying to rub the muscle to help it relax. Eventually
this began to take effect, but the pain moved around and ended up in
my right shoulder blade. I found it difficult to rub this, I could just
about reach where the seat of the pain was, and if I could have pressed
it hard I felt that would have helped. Time was getting on, I was expected downstairs, and I knew I must put in an appearance and tell
them what was happening. I put my finger on the painful spot and
asked Irma to ‘press it very hard’ - all she did was to jab at it with a
finger, and not with any force. Either I could not make her understand
or she did not want physical contact, as matters did not improve whatever I said. I never thought to ask Max. Probably that would have been
even more shocking than asking a woman. Irma suggested rubbing
some muscle cream in, which I did not think would do much good, it
was good hard pressure it needed, but I succumbed. Then I said I
would go and lie down, which in fact was impossible, even sitting
brought on an increase of the sharp pain, so I walked up and down,
rotated my shoulders, stretched my arms, stretched my trunk, anything
I could think of until I could at last breathe without being in agony.
So the day began badly and, as the Romans say, that way it continued. I could have used it as an excuse to cry off the excursion, but it
seemed a feeble and cowardly way out, so I said nothing.
The day had been presented to me as:
“We will leave at twelve. First we drive for forty-five minutes to
Schluchsee, then we take a little walk. Little only, because I cannot
walk far. Then we drive to an old German farmhouse where we can eat
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traditional food. Max must be back here by 5, as he must visit our son
Axel this evening.” This sounded bearable. As we went out to the car I
noticed she was wearing walking boots. Max and I had on sandals.
“I see you are going to do some serious walking, Irma,” I said. I
got in the car with great difficulty. I began to think something was
wrong with my spine as I was getting pain all down my legs, as well as
in my shoulder. The leg pains got more severe in the car and the
shoulder pain was excruciating. It hurt to breathe. I went into suspended animation and prayed for the forty-five minutes to be up. Irma
had no idea of all this, she was chattering to her husband in the front. It
was raining hard.
“It will not rain everywhere,” she said cheerfully, “only in parts.”
We arrive in Schluchsee and it is tipping down. “We cannot get out of
the car,” says Irma, “We will go to the next town.” We drive on. It is
torture. It is still raining when we get to Sankt Blasien but she announces her intention of walking in the town. As we get out of the car
she produces three small umbrellas, each the size of a dinner plate,
which she hands out. I cannot see them being any use at all, except to
cover your bald patch, if you have one.
I find I have to go to the toilet, and from then on, for the next three
days, I have an embarrassing urge to pass water at very short intervals.
We enter an uninteresting Cathedral where everything is stark white,
and it looks like a replica of St Paul’s. There are notices everywhere
insisting on absolute silence, and I am dying to shout, as I am sure that
sound will travel round and round the Dome, building to a crescendo.
If there were no other people there, I would do it. I am in agony standing in this cold place, while Irma scrutinises every book on offer. She
has a passion for books, granted, but Christian ones?
At last she has satisfied her lust for learning, and we are allowed to
leave. Then we commence driving all over bloody Germany in the rain
while I suffer in silence. Eventually we end up back at Schluchsee
where it is now sunny. It is 2pm and I am starving. We wander all over
the town while Irma makes her mind up which way she wants to walk.
Where is the usual hearty German lunch? How is it that they are not
eating? I see a board outside a cafe promising home-made Apple Strudel and point to it.
“You do not want to eat, do you?” says Irma and I reflect that perhaps, no, before a walk it is not such a good idea. They finally come to
a decision and we head down towards the lake. I see that the lake is
huge and hope we are not going to circumnavigate it. The walk takes
all of five minutes, hardly getting the use out of the walking boots, and
we head back to the car. Thank God.
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“Now we go to the old German farmhouse to eat.”
“After that can we please go home,” I say, “I am in great pain.”
(viel Schmerz). This is agreed upon. At the farmhouse it is ham, ham
and more ham from the Pigs in Sheds. I can hardly bear to sit, and I
know from experience that in this kind of place we will be waiting an
age, so I go and walk about outside. I am past caring what they think.
In the end we got home, and I went to lie down. At about 7 I felt
sufficiently refreshed to go out, and salvage something of the day, so
that it was not entirely spoiled. I walked out of the village and down to
the Ochsen.

Wolf was back and walked with me. It is beautiful and peaceful at
the Ochsen, I sat on the benches outside, having a beer and looking
down the valley that leads to our favourite walk, the Hexenloch. I’ve
been here since Saturday, it’s now Tuesday and I didn’t make it there
yet. Normally it’s the first place we go on arrival.
I stayed and watched the Sun go down, then walked back. Irma
had not gone with Max, in spite of telling me that as Axel’s wife is to
have their first grandchild, she wants to be involved in everything.But
Irma has not been well, as Erika told me the first evening, she has had
serious problems with her eyes, and was in the hospital. I feel sorry for
her, and wonder if some healing would work. I have mentioned to her
already that I have some healing power, so I suggest that we try it
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now. I feel the power start to come through, but then it is as if something is blocking it. I tell her this, and she says,
“But I am very open to this!” Whatever the problem, it will not
flow. She seems enlivened by the attention, though, and suggests that
we should drink champagne! We go through to the lounge where she
prepared the sumptuous breakfast party in 2007, pictured below with
my daughter Diana
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and she cracks open a bottle and produces chocolates to go along with
it. We have a serious heart to heart about conditions in England, and
the comparative costs of medical treatment. When I tell her that all my
medical treatment is free (or would be if I had any) and that my dental
treatment is totally free, she is aghast! She says she paid 6,000E for a
few teeth - I assume implants - not even a full set. I find this hard to
swallow - 600 would be a lot! - and that the dentist said, when she
complained - ‘You would not find that expensive for a new car.’ I remarked that ‘teeth aren’t going to take you anywhere!’
She asked me about rent, and taxes and that stuff and I said I
didn’t pay any of that either. “Here we must alvays pay” she said. Of
course . . . if you have money!
As we said goodnight, shetold me she and Max have to go somewhere tomorrow and have an early start at 7am, so she will leave my
breakfast out for me. I am glad of the opportunity to have breakfast on
my balcony, in the open air. At home I often eat breakfast outside.
WEDNESDAY 30TH JUNE - Morning reflections
I think Wolfram’s mother is very like mine - in some ways - in that she
sees in everything a reflection of herself. So it is hard to make a conversation if you are always explaining things. For instance, I tried to
tell her about the custom here in Neukirch of inviting people to breakfast, and the tremendous spread they put on. She seemed to take this as
a personal criticism of her failure to give such parties. She went on to
tell me of the times she and Joshe had gone somewhere and bought
breakfast. At this point I conceded defeat. Once she has the bit between her teeth and running with it, it is pointless to argue. She is
never going to see it your way.
But what a sweet soul she is and such a shame that her neurosis
alienates those she loves. She means only good, but spreads bad feeling. I could see why Wolfram learned to lie and dissemble. I was doing the same and after only a few days. There is eternal interrogation
and then the uncovered facts must be gone into and seen as a personal
comment. The night of the dreaded ‘liver cheese’ I subconsciously
knew I should not reveal I ate Bauernwurst. But in the end I had to
come up with a reason why I had not eaten it all, and then she came
out with the remark about had she known I wanted Bauernwurst she
would have bought them! It’s like you’re in a completely mad world
where you can do nothing right. No wonder Janet doesn’t want to stay
there. And the Johannesbeeren episode - the natural thing would have
been to tell her immediately I discovered it - but natural is the last
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thing you want to be, you feel you have to protect yourself all the time
from the onslaught!
The ‘day in the home’ I spent with her, at her request, we ate at
midday and she had told me she goes to lie down in an afternoon, as
she does not sleep much at night. So as she was still buggering about
in the kitchen, I asked why she did not go and rest.
“I cannot rest yet!” she said, “There is still much to do. I must
wash all these pots and put them away, then I must sweep the floor and
wash it.” I looked at the floor and remarked,
“Maria, the floor is clean.”
“Ah no, not clean enough, it must be washed after each meal. My
mother taught me this. If I did not clean properly, she would hit me!” I
said,
“Maria, your mother is not here.”
“Ah, but she sees all,” pointing at the ceiling. I shrug. There is
nothing you can do with the woman. For instance, look at this example
of a clean floor - and that is the garage!

It’s now 8.14am- - - I didn’t want to go down too early and interrupt
Irma and Max’ preparations, but I could hear them talking at 7.15 and
I haven’t heard them start up the car. But I can’t wait any longer for
breakfast and will go and see!
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8.46am - - - I got caught out! They were - and are - still here. Irma
said she got up at 5.30 (to learn ten new English words) but had to sew
a button on some trousers for her son Tilo - who she told me yesterday
was ‘a modern man’ and that his wife insisted he learn ‘to do everything’ and ‘she sitting on settee and he ironing shirts this is not right’.
9.10am - - - they just left. They are on a mission to find ‘a very special
sunbed’ to replace the one in the holiday flat, as some people are coming this week ‘and they like very much to sunbathe’. I can imagine
with Irma, anything she buys will have to be very special. She has colour-co-ordinated curtains and furnishings in her sitting room. I was
quite astonished when I went in and found myself in a completely lavender room. I asked Max, ‘did Irma do this herself?’ No, she employed
a designer from the village.
This book I am reading - ‘Memories, Dreams Reflections’ by Jung
is so illuminating. I knew I had this book but could not find it, so
bought it again on the internet. I read it many years ago when I was
quite young, and now it seems like a completely new book to me - because of my own experiences and development. One thing struck me at one period of his life he wrote down his fantasies and forced himself
to go on even though the content disgusted him. He said it was important to confront these images but you need not accept them as part of
your current thinking - because you have gone beyond them. It reminded me of the book I want to write but cannot cope with because
the characters keep having sex. So I must go ‘down into it’ as he says
and live it. And then I will understand more about myself and the archetypes.
Talking to Irma last night I made an unconscious slip. I was telling
her about Maria’s sad life - so many deaths, and how she said, ‘they all
came quickly’ - her two year old daughter scalded to death, her mother
and her husband dying so suddenly - changing Wolfram’s life forever.
His father was a builder and had already taught him many things. I
could see his skill in anything he built - the garden patio - the terrace
in the allotment - everything was perfectly level and stayed that way.
He would have worked with his father and inherited the business and
been successful. There were five or six uncles - brothers of the father all well-off seemingly in other parts of Germany. Maria said all they
came for were her husband’s tools and they never gave any help.
Telling Irma this I said, ‘I have been lucky, I have only known one
death in my life - my father.’ Then another part of my consciousness
was saying - no - hang on - that’s not right - wasn’t there another
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death? I asked it, what? Then I remembered with a shock, and said,
‘Oh - that is, two. There was Wolfram.’
Afterwards, thinking about it, I know it’s a psychological slip
which reveals a truth - for me, Wolfram did not ‘die’. It’s not a word I
associate with him, and indeed not, as he is with me here! Sitting next
to me on the balcony in the other chair, his feet on the rail, still wearing his burgundy shorts tied at the waist, vest, brown sunburned skin
and gorgeous thick wavy hair! He is loving this holiday!
AND SO - what are your plans for the Day, Prime Minister?
“I shall go to the Hexenloch”.

WEDNESDAY EVENING
I have been down the Hexenloch. Absolutely brilliant day all alone.
I passed the Ochsen and headed down into the forest. As soon as I
struck the forest path Wolf was there. Each time he appears now he is
clearer and stronger. He was walking on my left side and I could feel
him holding my hand. At one point I looked down and my left hand
was bent back as it would be if someone was holding it.
I saw hardly a soul on the way and it all felt so good. I passed all
the familiar points - I know this walk so well that I can do it in my
mind any time.
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There were road works near the Mill, and some heavy machinery.
However, I asked if it was okay to pass, and then went carefully. A
workman went with me, to make sure the drivers could see me.
I had a coffee at the Mill and bought two bottles of their home brewed
schnäppsle (more liqueur than schnapps, one kind made from forest
honey and the other from forest herbs. Mmm), two pairs of Landjaegers (home made smoked sausage), two of the little earthenware cups
they drink the schnapps from. Oh and I got a beautiful witch!
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Then I began the climb back, and was
surprised to find that I did not find it at
all difficult. Must be all that pushing
from Triberg! I sat in the picnic platz
quite a while, this is such a lovely spot,
where the local community have built
a place where anyone can go and have
a barbie and eat.
There is a shelter in case of rain,
benches and tables, a firepit and a constant supply of running water - a cold
spring is piped into a trough made
from a whole log. If we had that in
England it would be trashed.
I bought postcards in the Hexenloch
Mill and I sat writing them in the shelter at the picnic platz, recalling last time I was here and did the same
thing.
Sometimes I feel I want to get back home, but I want to enjoy the
remaining time. It is so beautiful here and peaceful, and I need that.
Wolf was with me all day today, all the time. Sometimes I think of
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something else, and then I remember him and he is always by my side.
I could even talk to him. All in all this was a wonderful day, the best.
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On the way back I saw the cows come home at the old farmhouse
below the Ochsen
When I got back Irma was pulling weeds and moss out of the path
with a special tool she has bought. She has a habit of springing things
on me. I had already agreed to go to the English class tomorrow. Now
she says,
“Tomorrow we go on the bus at ten past eight!” Good God! And
the lesson will last one and a half hours. “Then we go coffee shop with
others. Then you have time on your own while I go shopping, and at
one Max will pick us up.” This is quite an itinerary and I am tempted
to get the bus back, but I need to get the trains sorted for Sunday. Erika
is too busy to do it on the internet for me, and Irma says she cannot do
this kind of thing. Her eyes are too bad. So if I go to the Information
Centre they may be able to help me. I want to get into Nancy sooner
than I planned, and get a room at the hotel. Once I am on that bus I can
relax. Then she goes on,
“So we come back one o’clock and then this evening we are invited to a seventeen birthday party.” I assume she means seventy.
Anyway after the Schluchsee fiasco and the five minute walk in hiking
boots I made up my mind not to be coerced again so I said,
“I must be excused from the party.” She looked as though she
would argue with me, so I said, “If I am with people all morning I
need to be quiet the rest of the day.” I came here for peace and quiet
and I need it, as I have not been well. Whatever she says I am not going. If it comes to a showdown I shall just say, “Irma, I am not going
to that party.” I would not go to a party in England, so why would I go
to one here?
I hear Wolf telling me - “You don’t want to come back again, do
you? So tell her the party is off.” Actually I do want to come back, but
I also have to do what I want to do. I have made concessions in view
of their hospitality but I draw the line at parties. If they kick me out I
will go and stay in Triberg the remaining nights. But they would never
do that.
THURSDAY 1 JULY
Irma launched her Master Plan at breakfast but I was firm with her and
when she saw my mind was made up she did not push it. Originally
what she intended was 1) the class 2) coffee with girls 3) the shops 4)
we go home at 1. This was now expanded to:
“First we go to the class and then we have coffee with the ladies
who can come. Then we go shopping in the town and at one Max
comes with the auto and we go to the cemetery in another town to
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check on the flowers on my parents’ grave. Then we go shopping to
Aldi, we buy a special cake and come home and eat it!”
My brain is screaming “No, no, too much! too much!” and I say
quickly and firmly, “I will go to the class, and the coffee” - ticking
them off on my fingers - “and then I will get the bus back here and go
walk in the beautiful German countryside.” I said this in German so
that Max could also understand, and to my great surprise she accepted
this without question. She simply replies that there is a bus at five to
one! I ask what time is the bus before that? 11.30. I say that I can
walk or get the bus to Neueck (the corner where the Hirschen is, at the
end of the village).
I had not slept well. When I have to get up early I can never sleep
for worrying about it. So that got the day off to a bad start. The class
was in a little old building that had once been a school, in the days
when schools were small. The class gave me a warm welcome, and it
was nice to see Kristin (the teacher) again, and those ladies are all very
nice. Some have very interesting faces and it would be good to get to
know them better.
Kristin welcomed me to the class, and Irma produced a bottle of
champagne and paper cups from her bag - at 9am! No one felt like
drinking I am sure, least of all me, but we had to down it. The class
had been told to prepare questions to ask me, and I had one of my own
for them. I asked why it was that when I go to the Gasthof there are
never any vegetables on the menu? Back came the answer,
“Oh but you can ask for a vegetable plate, if you are a vegetarian”.
I said I was not a vegetarian, but I wanted to have vegetables with my
meal. They looked puzzled, and said I could have a half plate. They
did not seem to grasp the concept. I then said perhaps they eat salads
in summer, and vegetables in winter? They looked puzzled again and
shook their heads.
“Sometimes we eat lentils,” said a timid little lady on my right,
“but only in the winter.”
Kristin launched her own question - “You are now nearly seventy,” she said. I nodded. “Do you think about Death?” I thought this
was a bit abrupt, and perhaps designed to knock me off my feet, but I
do think about death, so I told her my views about what happens afterwards, that we do not die, only change into another form. She nods
and looks at the little lentil lady, “That’s what you believe, also, don’t
you?” she says and the lentil lady nods. I like her, and later, in the coffee shop, she tells me she has bats in her house. And the house is not
even old. I like this.
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Kristin then asks me to tell them something interesting about my
life. Where do I start? There is so much that is interesting. I decide to
tell them about the day the budgie tried to murder Wolfram. At one
time we kept a flock of budgies in our house. We could not bear to see
them in cages, so we built them a playworld in the kitchen - we hung
tree branches in the window, they had ropes to walk and perch on, and
nestboxes nailed to the walls. When they had babies we were so excited. We loved to take the babies out and cuddle them. Wolfram had
to hold them near his face to see them, and one day he was kissing
one, and he must have had his mouth open, because suddenly the
budgie shot inside, and started running down his throat! It all happened so quickly, Wolfram was clawing at his mouth, desperately trying to pull the budgie back out, but it had dug its claws in and was trying to scrabble its way down! Eventually he managed to pull it out. I
had not moved, I was stuck to the spot with terror. But imagine if he
had died, I would have had to put on his death certificate, choked to
death by a budgie!

The coffee shop is charming, and one I have not visited before, since
on the outside it looks like a gardening shop, but they serve coffee upstairs. Irma remarks that she had not liked my story because she does
not like birds.
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“But Irma, you should like them,” says one of the ladies, “after all,
you have a bird in your head!”
The rest of my morning goes according to plan, and I get the five
to one bus. Unfortunately, god knows why, after a shower and some
lunch I decide to return to Furtwangen on the bike, via the forest trail,
and try to buy some fresh food, as I shall end up with scurvy at this
rate. I buy food and water, as I have planned to ride out to a village
called Linach, where I have not yet been, but outside the supermarket I
am suddenly overcome by exhaustion, and decide to return home.
There is another path, on the opposite side of the valley, and I start
to go up that. Then as I am not sure it is the right path, I ask a farmer
and he insists that it goes too far and too high, and I must return down
to the road and take another path further up. He convinces me, and I
turn back. I realise when I get to the other path that I have not been on
it before, and that the other was the one I wanted. A young man comes
out of a house and advises me I am going the wrong way, and points to
a very narrow track between the trees. He says it gets wider further on.
I am so exhausted and it is so hot that it takes me the rest of the afternoon to climb out of the valley and into the village. I also spend more
time resting than I normally would, as I want to arrive after Irma and
Max have gone to their party. I manage this and have a wonderful
peaceful evening totally alone on my balcony. What bliss!
FRIDAY 2 JULY
It finally dawned on me this morning that Irma must have gone to considerable trouble to work out a week’s breakfast menus in advance,
since I have been offered something different each day.
Erika has guests coming today who have been coming for twentyfive years. Irma tells me they are to get a ‘special award’ from the
town - “we shall honour them”. I asked what were they going to get, a
cuckoo clock? I remarked that unfortunately I was never going to attain this, I was too old now for it to be possible.
“Oh but you will get an award after five times,” was the reply.
“We will honour you the next time you come.”
“But I won’t get a clock for five years,” I said, “only a cuckoo.”
I am unsure what to do today. I have not yet been to Brend, but
yesterday’s excursion to Furtwangen left me exhausted, and the day
promises to be hot again. I think I might go down through the forest to
the Hexenloch again. It will be cool and I enjoy it so much there.
But in the end I get the bike out and decide to make an attempt on
Brend. There is a bit of a fresh breeze, and it is quite comfortable on
the bike.
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Although in Neukirch we are high above Furtwangen, the nearest
town, to get to Brend you must go still higher. You head out of the
village and start climbing; you can go the whole way by bike, though
it would be possible to walk it, as it is exactly the same distance as the
Hexenloch - 5.5km each way.

Again, I did not find the climb as difficult as I have on previous visits.
I had frequent stops and walked up all the hills. I was in luck and the
Naturfreundehaus (Friends of Nature House - kind of hostel which
also serves food to guests) was open, and I had a marvellous salad.
The menu clearly said food was served 1200-1400 and it was 14.25
but I was served nonetheless. That would not happen here!
But it was spoiled by three guys who were drinking at another table;
one of them had tied his dog up in the forest, and it kept barking. I did
not feel at all comfortable and so I cycled on to Kolmenhof for a cup
of tea. This is a pleasant place where you can eat, drink or even stay.
It is near what the locals claim is the source of the Danube
(Donauquelle) though this is disputed by another village called
Donaueschingen. I think the truth of it is that there are two small
streams, one emanating from each of these places, which amalgamate
and then go on to form the Danube. There is a plaque near the chapel
of Martinskapelle saying that Tiberius Caesar discovered the Danube
spring, or someone did on his behalf.
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Kolmenhof is now being run by the third generation of the same family, and I regret to say that they have taken it on themselves to ‘tidy
up’ the Danube spring, which once bubbled out over rocks, but which
they have turned into a long, shallow pool, stagnant and infested by
mosquitoes. Bad move there then! There was also a sign over a strange
contraption which I have noticed before but never investigated. It said
“Donau Forelle” which means Danube Trout.
Since there is no ‘Danube’ here, only a stinking puddle, and this is
a water trough, I think they could be done for wrongful description.
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Spring water (I presume) runs into the trough from the tree trunk on
the left, and under the mesh there are big fat trout. The whole thing
looked very unhealthy to me, and I would certainly not eat one. They
must open those wooden doors to hoik them out.
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Wolf came along today, but he brought his own bike.
Evening - It is all amost over. I will be on my way at 10.10 from
Triberg on Sunday. I love my holidays but when I am on that bus I
will feel so happy to be going home.
Just at the moment I am worrying over whether I am supposed to
pay Irma for the room or not. At first I thought I was staying with her
as a friend, but now I am not sure. I will have to ask her outright,
which is difficult and could be embarrassing, but it must be done, as if
I have to pay, I will have to go into Furtwangen and get more money.
SATURDAY 3 JULY
At breakfast today there was a mention of “You must save up more
and come for two weeks next year”. She seems genuinely sorry to see
me go. We went to the computer so I could show her my house on
Google, they are amazed in Germany that we allow our homes to be
shown in detail, they don’t. So this was a convenient moment to ask
her about the money. I said, “Irma, am I here as your friend or must I
pay?”
“Yes you must pay, but only a little,” she said. “I will charge you
15 euros a night.” This was a good bargain, with breakfast thrown in,
the cheapest campsite would have been 10 euros without breakfast,
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and most of them in Germany cost far more than that. And this is an
excellent room with its own balcony. I have been very comfortable.
So I needed to go into Furtwangen, but had the sense to take the
bus.
I realised today that I had made a major blunder when talking to
Irma and the ladies in the coffee shop. I still treat German like we did
at school. I was with my friend Rita in that class, and we did not like
German much. I loved French, it sounded so pretty, and I was good at
it, but when we started German, I didn’t want to make those ugly
sounds! So I never took it seriously. We sat at the back and had those
little books of stories to translate. We never looked anything up, just
made something up that sounded like the word. So when I see “Ausfahrt frei” on a notice, to me it means “you may fart freely here”. And
what could ‘besitzer’ mean but babysitter? So when I was speaking of
Wolf, and wanted to say, “when I first met him” I used the verb ‘vermieten’ whereas I afterwards remembered it means ‘to rent’. So I was
saying ‘when I first rented Wolfram’. None of them batted an eyelid.
Perhaps they were prepared to believe anything of a woman who kept
a flock of budgies in her kitchen, and a husband who swallowed them
for breakfast.
My attempt today to bring gentle humour to the question of the
German passion for rules fell on stony ground with Max, who was not
inclined to laugh at German Kultur - a bit like Wolf’s Mum. I phoned
her yesterday from Donauquelle, but though I could hear her she could
not hear me and hung up. I tried her again from Brend, which is the
highest point, and got her.
“Can you hear me?” I asked.
“Yes, I can hear you,” as though she thought it a stupid question.
“I rang from Donauquelle but you could not hear me.”
“No, you did not speak.”
“Yes, I spoke and you did not hear.”
“I can hear very well and I tell you no one spoke.” I gave up trying
to make her understand, and moved on to other topics.
Well it is time to pack. Germany won Argentina 3-0.
SUNDAY 4 JULY
I wanted to make an early start. I knew it was not that long a journey,
but I MUST be at the pickup point when the bus comes, I only have
the one chance! It’s not like there’ll be another along in a minute!
Max was driving me to Triberg and stipulated the time we would
leave. Irma did another of her famous photo-shoots as we were about
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to leave, fussing over camera angles. I was worried we would miss the
train!
There was some confusion over the platform at Triberg. We were
waiting in what should have been the right place, when a woman came
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out of the office and told us to go to the other one. It was the steps syndrome all over again. Max wanted to pick the bike and luggage up and
carry it down the steps! I said he absolutely could not! Erika’s Max
had told me I had been wrong to use the steps, there was a way round
the back, and indeed I had wondered why Wolf and I had never had
that problem. So I cycled out of the station and round the road at the
back, but it led to another platform, and the one I wanted was stuck in
the middle. Now I knew why Max had been standing under the tunnel
waving at me. I went back to where he was and we carried the bike up
together.
After a while Max became nervous that we were in the wrong
place and went back to check. Yes it was right, there had been a storm
last night and a big tree had fallen on the line and broken the electric
cables on one side of the track, so trains were having to be diverted.
Max was concerned I would miss my connection in Offenbourg, but
Erika had arranged it so I had an hour to wait there. In effect the train
was only five minutes late! But if the tree had severed the cables both
sides, one wonders what would have happened then. A bit of a catastrophe!
I had booked all the way to Strasbourg, and from there had a prepaid ticket to Nancy, that I must get out of a machine. That ticket was
for travel at 7pm in the evening, and I wanted to travel earlier. I took it
to the booking office and they said it was perfectly fine, I could use it
at any time. That also would not happen here. They stupidly insist you
travel on the booked train, even though there is room on an earlier one,
and make you pay again if you take any other train.
So I got to Nancy at around 4pm. It was Sunday and the streets
were deserted, so it was a pleasant ride out from the station. I asked
directions from a couple getting into a taxi, and they said turn right at
the cemetery. I never saw a cemetery and though I was also looking
out for the street name - Avenue des Boufflers - I never saw that either.
It seemed a very long way before the turn, and I was concerned that
this appeared as a short distance on the map. Eventually I asked a man
walking with his child. I had come too far. On examining the map I
could see he was right. I had to go back a long way, reflecting that if I
had arrived in the town at 9pm as originally planned, this could have
been a problem. I eventually spotted the right road, but it did not have
a street sign, as all the others did. I was pretty sure it was the right one,
and now I could see the cemetery behind a wall. It looked nothing like
an English cemetery - high wall, and the ‘graves’ were above ground
houses - I think they store the corpses on shelves inside.
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I struggled up this road for the next two hours - in hot sun. I found
the hotel and booked in, asking for a ground floor room. They gave me
14, mine and Wolf’s special number - my birthday is 14 June, there are
14 years between our ages, and as he said, 14 steps up to bed! So that
was a good omen. I had a great shower, and there was a Kentucky
Fried Chicken on the corner! So I was able to tuck into a good meal.
With modern communications - mobile phone - I could contact the
bus and need not go out until it was almost here. The journey back was
nowhere near as comfortable as out - I had to share a seat with a
strange individual from the far north of Scotland, somewhere near
where a friend and her husband have recently bought a second home.
We got to Leeds in reasonable time, I got into the city and was just
in time to catch a train to Skipton. I rang Peter and he came to meet
me.
And so it was all over for another year!

GLOSSARY
Dinah or Diana - my daughter
Peter - the last English taxi in Nelson
Brenda - my neighbour, a spiritualist
Maud - best friend, bonkers
Erika and Irma - two friends in Neukirch.
Both have a husband named Max.
Maria - Wolf’s mother
Joshe - her second husband
Melanie - her daughter, Wolf’s half sister
Opa - Maria’s father, Wolf’s grandpa
Janet - Wolf’s first wife
Jamie - Wolf’s son
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